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Over the course of the last decade a multitude of studies have investigated the relationship between neural activations and individual
human decision-making. Here we asked whether the anatomical features of individual human brains could be used to predict the
fundamental preferences of human choosers. To that end, we quantified the risk attitudes of human decision-makers using standard
economic tools and quantified the gray matter cortical volume in all brain areas using standard neurobiological tools. Our whole-brain
analysis revealed that the gray matter volume of a region in the right posterior parietal cortex was significantly predictive of individual
risk attitudes. Participants with higher gray matter volume in this region exhibited less risk aversion. To test the robustness of this finding
we examined a second group of participants and used econometric tools to test the ex ante hypothesis that gray matter volume in this area
predicts individual risk attitudes. Our finding was confirmed in this second group. Our results, while being silent about causal relation-
ships, identify what might be considered the first stable biomarker for financial risk-attitude. If these results, gathered in a population of
midlife northeast American adults, hold in the general population, they will provide constraints on the possible neural mechanisms
underlying risk attitudes. The results will also provide a simple measurement of risk attitudes that could be easily extracted from
abundance of existing medical brain scans, and could potentially provide a characteristic distribution of these attitudes for policy makers.
Key words: decision making; parietal cortex; risk aversion; structural MRI; subjective value
Introduction
Individuals vary greatly in the amount of risk they tolerate. While
some avoid taking risks at any cost, others put their wealth,
health, or safety at risk. Economists and psychologists have long
viewed individual risk attitudes as a fundamental trait, often
called risk preference (Bernoulli, 1954; Von Neumann and Mor-
genstern, 1944; Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Weber et al.,
2002). Yet, there is currently no stable and easy-to-extract bio-
marker for characterizing this fundamental trait at the individual
level.
The last few years have, however, seen a surge of functional
neuroimaging studies successfully linking neural activity in sev-
eral brain areas with participant-specific decision-making under
risk in a variety of circumstances (Kuhnen and Knutson, 2005;
Huettel et al., 2006; Preuschoff et al., 2006; Levy et al., 2010).
Activation levels in a number of these regions have been shown to
reflect the idiosyncratic valuations individuals place on a host of
rewards (Bartra et al., 2013), including immediate and delayed
monetary rewards (Kable and Glimcher, 2007), food and drink
rewards (O’Doherty et al., 2002; Plassmann et al., 2007; Chib et
al., 2009; Hare et al., 2009; Levy and Glimcher, 2011), and social
rewards (Izuma et al., 2008). Indeed, the activity patterns in these
areas can be used to predict much about an individual’s prefer-
ences. Despite these advances, it remains unclear whether such
preferences can be reliably inferred from more basic structural
measurements of the human brain, neuroanatomical images of
the kind gathered in standard medical exams, that can be col-
lected very quickly, at low cost, and do not require participants to
reveal their preferences behaviorally.
Individual differences in diverse cognitive and perceptual
functions can be reliably inferred from neuroanatomical struc-
ture (Maguire et al., 2000; Gaser and Schlaug, 2003; Gilaie-Dotan
et al., 2011, 2013; Kanai and Rees, 2011). Here we investigated
whether neuroanatomical traits of passive participants could be
similarly used to predict participant-specific behavioral prefer-
ences. To accomplish this, we obtained from our participants
structural brain images and characterized their financial risk at-
titudes using well validated and incentive-compatible techniques
from experimental economics. We found that gray matter (GM)
volume in a region of the posterior parietal cortex, an area long
associated with decision-making in animals and humans (Platt
and Glimcher, 1999; Sugrue et al., 2004; Huettel et al., 2006; Louie
and Glimcher, 2010; Clithero and Rangel, 2013), strongly pre-
dicted risk preferences, a result which was confirmed in a second
independent group of participants. Individuals with more GM
volume in this area have greater tolerance for financial risk. Our
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finding suggests the existence of a simple biomarker for risk atti-
tude, at least in the midlife population we examined in the north-
eastern United States. This result may place important
constraints on the neural mechanisms implementing the algo-
rithms by which we express our preferences. If generalized to
other groups, this finding will also imply that individual risk
attitudes could, at least to some extent, be measured in many
existing medical brain scans, potentially offering a tool for policy
makers seeking to characterize the risk attitudes of populations.
Materials and Methods
Study 1
Participant information
Twenty-eight healthy individuals (15 women), aged 25  6 (SD) partic-
ipated in the study. They were recruited using flyers posted in the uni-
versity buildings. The data were collected at New York University.
Participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All participants
provided written informed consent and the research was approved by the
University Committee on Activities Involving Human Subjects at New
York University. The behavioral task that was used to characterize
individual risk attitudes was performed by all participants after their
MRI anatomical scan was completed. Twenty-one of the participants
performed the behavioral task inside of the scanner, during a functional
scan (results from the functional scan were reported previously; Levy et
al., 2010). Because we decided to investigate the relationship between
economic preferences and brain structure only after the fMRI study was
completed (Levy et al., 2010), and because neuroanatomical statistics are
more reliable at n  30, to reach an appropriate sample size for the
structural study we invited seven additional participants, and they per-
formed the behavioral task outside the scanner, after their MRI anatom-
ical scan. It is important to emphasize that post hoc analysis based on the
original group of n  21 (Levy et al., 2010) reached whole-brain signifi-
cant neuroanatomical results in precisely the same anatomical location as
the extended (n  28) group.
Experimental design
Each study participant faced a series of choices, each between two differ-
ent monetary options. One option, the reference lottery, was a 50%
chance of winning $5 (or $0 otherwise) and was available in every round.
The other option, presented to the participants on the screen (Fig. 1A
shows an example trial), would vary from trial to trial in terms of the
reward magnitude ($5, $9.5, $18, $34 and $65), and either the probability
of obtaining it (13, 25, and 38%) or the ambiguity around this probability
(24, 50, and 74%). On each trial, the amount was varied slightly ( $0.1)
to maintain participant attention. The probability of winning was com-
municated via visual displays of “bags” filled with blue and red poker
chips, where the relationship of red-to-blue poker chips indicated the
probability of winning (Fig. 1B shows all prob-
ability stimuli used in the experiment). In what
follows we refer to risk as being higher[lower]
when the winning probability for the same out-
come is lower[higher]. In half of the trials, blue
was the winning color, in the other half red was
the winning color. Overall that yields a total of
60 unique trial types [5 rewards  (3 risk levels
 3 ambiguity levels)  2 color combinations].
Each trial type was repeated three times. Tri-
als were presented in a randomized order.
Each participant faced the same set of 180
choices. Choices were presented using
E-Prime (Psychology Software Tools), and
participants made their choices using either a
response box or a keyboard. At the end of the
experiment, each participant rolled a die to
select three trials. The choices that this par-
ticipant made on these three trials would de-
termine her payment, in addition to a flat-fee
for participation.
Model-based estimation of risk attitudes
We estimated individual risk attitudes using the following form of an
expected utility function for option i (which under these conditions is
identical to the form of the value function in prospect theory; Kahneman
and Tversky, 1979):
EUi   p    A2  x
where x is the reward size, p is the probability of winning this reward, and
A is the ambiguity about that probability (Gilboa and Schmeidler, 1989).
The exponent, , is the estimated risk attitude;   1 (1) indicates risk
aversion (seeking);   1 indicates risk neutrality (i.e., the participant is
indifferent between two options that have the same “expected value” but
involve different levels of risk).  is the estimate of the individual ambi-
guity attitude. For each individual, her observed choices were fit using a
maximum likelihood procedure, fitting the likelihood for choosing op-
tion i as follows:
Pr	Chose_i
 
1
1  exp	  	EUi  EUj
/

where EUi and EUj are the expected utilities of option i and option j
respectively, and  determines the slope of the choice function. This
estimation procedure yielded risk and ambiguity estimates for each of the
study participants which were later used in the voxel-based morphomen-
try (VBM) analysis to look for regions of the brain, in which GM volume
would correlate with individual risk or ambiguity attitudes.
Model-free risk estimates
To make sure that our results were not specific to the econometric as-
sumptions underlying the estimation process (as determined by expected
utility theory or prospect theory), we validated our findings with a com-
pletely model-free estimate of risk attitudes. In our experimental design,
the reference lottery, the option that was available in each trial, had the
highest possible probability of winning and the lowest variance and thus
involved the lowest level of risk out of all lotteries included in the exper-
iment. We would thus expect more risk-averse participants to choose the
reference lottery more often and more risk-tolerant participants to
choose the reference lottery less often. Therefore, for each individual we
characterized her risk attitude by calculating the proportion of times she
did not select the reference lottery. The higher this fraction, the more risk
tolerant the individual was. Ambiguous trials (trials where there was
some ambiguity regarding the probability of winning) were not included
in this analysis.
MRI structural acquisition
Anatomical images were collected using a 3T Siemens Allegra scanner
equipped with a custom RF coil (NM-011 transmit head coil, NOVA
Figure 1. Study 1: experimental design. A, An example of a choice trial. The participant can either choose the option on the
screen: 38% chance of $18, or the reference lottery that offers $5 with 50% probability. The reference lottery was available in each
trial. The on-screen option changed from trial-to-trial. There were five reward levels ($5, $9.5, $18, $34, and $65), each fully
crossed with three winning probabilities (13, 25, and 38%; B, top) as well as three levels of ambiguity around the winning
probability (24, 50, and 74%; B, bottom).
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Medical). High-resolution T1-weighted anatomical images (1  1  1
mm 3) were acquired with an MPRAGE pulse sequence (TI  900 ms,
sagittal slices, 256  256 matrix).
VBM analysis
All VBM analyses were performed using SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.
ucl.ac.uk/spm).
Preprocessing. For each participant the structural MR images were first
segmented to GM and white matter (WM) using the SPM8 segmentation
tools. Afterward, we performed intersubject registration of the GM im-
ages via the Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration through Exponen-
tiated Lie Algebra (DARTEL) in SPM8 (Ashburner and Friston, 2000;
Ashburner, 2007). In this coregistration preprocessing, the local GM
volumes were conserved by modulating the image intensity of each voxel
by the Jacobian determinants of the deformation fields computed by
DARTEL. The registered images were then smoothed with a Gaussian
kernel (FWHM  8 mm) and transformed to MNI stereotactic space
using affine and nonlinear spatial normalization for multiple regression
analysis.
Second level modeling and contrasts. Multiple regression analyses were
then performed. The first multiple regression analysis aimed to examine
neuroanatomical correlates of risk attitudes based on the econometric
model-based estimations (see Model-based estimation of risk attitudes,
above). The covariate of interest included in this model was the level of
risk aversion as assessed by . The age and gender of the participants and
global GM volume (following ANCOVA normalization) were included
in the design matrix as covariates of no interest, and were thus regressed
out. F contrasts were applied first with p  0.001 uncorrected as the
criterion to detect voxels with significant correlation to individual’s risk
attitudes (). Whole-brain correction procedures were then applied as
described in the next paragraph. The second multiple regression analysis
aimed to examine the neuroanatomical correlates of risk attitudes based
on the model-free estimations (frequencies of the riskier lottery choices,
see Model-free risk estimates, above). This analysis was precisely the
same as the first analysis, except that the covariate of interest was the
model-free risk attitudes instead of . We also ran a third similar analysis
where the covariate of interest was the ambiguity attitudes (). Finally,
we ran multiple regression analysis examining risk and ambiguity jointly
in the same model (as two separate covariates of interest).
Whole-brain correction. Because structural images display local varia-
tion in smoothness, standard applications of cluster-based random field
theory are inappropriate (Hayasaka et al., 2004). Therefore nonstation-
ary whole-brain cluster-level correction was applied using the “Non-
Stationary Cluster Extent Correction for SPM” toolbox (http://fmri.
wfubmc.edu/cms/NS-General; Hayasaka et al., 2004). We report only the
results of clusters that survived this nonstationary correction for multiple
comparisons across the whole brain at a threshold of p(corrected)  0.05.
No cluster-size cutoff was applied in any of the analyses.
To verify that the observed correlations in Study 1 were not driven by
outliers in the data, average GM densities were extracted from each sig-
nificant cluster using the MarsBar toolbox (http://marsbar.sourceforge.
net; M.Brett, J. Anton, R. Valabregue, and J. Poline. Human Brain
Mapping conference, Japan, 2002) and plotted against individual perfor-
mance (Fig. 2). Note that these plots are for visualization purposes only
and are not to be used for statistical inference to avoid circular reasoning
(Kriegeskorte et al., 2009).
Study 2
Participant information
Thirty-three healthy individuals (20 women), aged 21.34  2.35 (SD)
from the University of Pennsylvania community participated in the
study and were included in this dataset. Participants were recruited
primarily through university-run websites dedicated to experimental
posting and scheduling. Participants had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision. All participants provided written informed consent
and the research was approved by the Institutional Review Board of
the University of Pennsylvania. Participants performed the behav-
ioral task outside the scanner on a different day than when they were
scanned.
For most of the participants in Study 2 we were able to collect the
following demographics information. Twenty-seven of the participants
were students, and five others were non-students and employed. Eigh-
teen of the participants had finished high school, 13 had a bachelor’s
degree, and two had a master’s degree. The average “new” SAT score of 16
participants was 2092.5  147.6 (SD), out of 2400; the average “old” SAT
score of additional 10 participants was 1381  151.3 (SD), out of 1600.
Twenty-five were native English speakers. Participants’ annual income
ranged between 0 and 37,600 USD [mean 7610  11,152 (SD)]. They
grew up in families of two to seven members [mean of 4.19  1.47 (SD)].
None of the participants had children; all of them were single except for
two, who were living with someone, and two that were married. They
reported whether at least one of their parents had high school education
(n  5), college education (n  3), bachelors (n  4), masters (n  15),
or doctoral degree (n  5). Twenty-seven participants provided an esti-
mate for their parents’ income ranging from 2000 to 800,000 USD (mean
117,296  160,072). Twenty-eight (4) were right (left) handed.
Experimental design
Each study participant made 60 nonrepeating choices between a smaller
amount of money for certain, versus a 50% chance of winning a larger
amount or a 50% chance of winning nothing. The smaller amounts
varied from $1 to $63, and the larger amounts from $10 to $100. Choices
were presented using E-Prime (Psychology Software Tools), and partic-
ipants made their choices using a keyboard.
The risk task was completed as part of a battery of other decision-
making tasks. In addition to a flat-fee for participation, participants were
Figure 2. Study 1: whole-brain model-based analysis. Top, The GM volume of a region in the
right PPC (MNI coordinates 27, 78, 48; p(corrected)  0.001, 1232 mm 3) was significantly
correlated with individual risk attitudes, estimated as the curvature of the utility function, as
revealed by a voxel-based morphometry analysis (age, gender, and global volume are con-
trolled for). Bottom, To demonstrate that the observed correlations were not driven by outliers,
for each individual, GM volume of the PPC cluster (top) is plotted on the x-axis against risk
attitude on the y-axis. Note that this should not be used for inference as it is not independent of
the whole-brain analysis and is presented for visualization purposes only. No other regions were
found to be correlated with risk attitudes. RH, Right hemisphere.
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paid for one, randomly selected decision that they made during the ex-
perimental session.
MRI structural acquisition
Anatomical images were collected using a 3T Siemens Trio scanner
equipped with a 32-channel head coil. High-resolution T1-weighted an-
atomical images (0.9375  0.9375  1.000 mm 3) were acquired using an
MPRAGE pulse sequence (TI  1100 ms, axial slices, 192  256 matrix).
VBM analysis
All VBM analyses were performed using SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.
ucl.ac.uk/spm).
Preprocessing. All the preprocessing stages followed precisely the same
steps as the ones described for Study 1.
Region-of-interest GM volume sampling. To parametrically sample the
GM volume around the parietal focus we found in Study 1, we created
spheres of growing radii around the peak of that focus (centered at MNI
coordinates 27, 78, 48) with 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 mm radii, using
Marsbar toolbox for SPM. To ensure that only within-brain matter will
be sampled, and because some of the bigger spheres included out-of-
brain volume, all out-of-brain volume was excluded. The same proce-
dure was applied to the control region in M1/S1 around MNI coordinates
20, 35, 72. The SPM Marsbar toolbox was then used to sample the GM
volume of all participants of Study 2 from each of these predefined
regions-of-interest (ROIs).
Model-based estimation of risk attitudes
To determine whether risk attitudes of participants from Study 2 were
correlated with the GM volume of the posterior parietal cortex (PPC)
region, we checked whether this brain measurement can be used to ac-
count for the participant-to-participant variability in risk attitudes
(around this sample mean) that we observed in this second study. Using
a maximum likelihood procedure, we estimated a structural model of the
choice process of our study participants, in which we allowed risk pref-
erence parameter to vary with age, gender, and GM volume. We modeled
the expected utility of a given lottery as follows:
EU	 x,p
  p  x
where x is the reward size, p is the probability of winning this reward and
the exponent, , is the estimated risk attitude (see details of Study 1). In
an estimation process designed to test the hypothesis that the GM density
of each participant’s right PPC accounts for how that participant’s risk
attitude deviates from the population mean risk attitude, we allowed the
risk parameter, , to relate to GM volume in the following way:
  	1  graymatter  	2  age  	3  female  	4
 globalvolume  	0
where graymatter is the GM volume of the right PPC in our ROI, age
indicates participant’s age, female is an indicator variable equal to 1 if the
participant is female and 0 otherwise, globalvolume is the global GM
volume, and 	0 is a constant.
We then fit all of the choices obtained from all the participants at the
same time, using a logistic choice function and a maximum likelihood
procedure. SEs were clustered on the participant to account for the fact
that the observations coming from one participant may be correlated and
thus to make sure our results are not exaggerated. Using this standard
econometric approach (Harrison and Rutstrom, 2008), if GM volume in
each participant accounts for how that participant’s choices vary (with
regard to ) from the population mean, then the coefficient, 	1, should
be reported as significant by our analysis. The advantage of this tradi-
tional econometric approach over other approaches, which may be more
familiar to neurobiologists, is that it explicitly allows us to account for
within and between participant variabilities in an assumption-free and
statistically rigorous manner.
We performed this analysis using GM volume of Study 2 participants
from both the right parietal cortex, which was identified in Study 1 as the
ROI, and a region in the vicinity of primary motor/primary somatosen-
sory areas (M1/S1) as a control region. We found that the GM volume of
the parietal region significantly contributes to explaining variation in
individual risk attitudes, whereas the GM volume of the control region,
M1/S1, does not. The analysis results are presented in Figure 4, and
Tables 1 and 2.
Results
In Study 1 we used a standard experimental economics technique
(Levy et al., 2012), that was validated in several previous studies
(Levy et al., 2010; Tymula et al., 2012, 2013), to measure risk and
ambiguity attitudes (Fig. 1A shows an example of a typical choice
trial; see Materials and Methods) and to examine how they are
reflected in neuroanatomical structure.
The estimated individual attitudes for risk and ambiguity
(Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Gilboa and Schmeidler, 1989; see
Materials and Methods) were then used in a VBM analysis (Ash-
burner and Friston, 2000; see Materials and Methods). We found
that the GM volume of a cluster in the right posterior parietal
cortex, in the vicinity of the lateral intraparietal sulcus (IPS), was
significantly correlated with risk attitudes (MNI coordinates 27,
78, 48, 1232 mm 3, p(corrected)  0.001, F(1,23)  48.23, Z 
4.91), such that more GM volume in that region corresponded to
more risk tolerance (Fig. 2). Gray matter volume in no other
region was significantly correlated with risk tolerance using this
analytic technique. We did not find any brain region whose GM
Table 1. Maximum likelihood estimates of risk attitude determinants in Study 2 based on the parietal ROI
Sphere radius (mm) 5 10 15 20 25 30
Risk tolerance ()
—Parietal volume 0.694 1.114 1.499* 1.781* 1.781 1.806
(0.711) (0.714) (0.734) (0.850) (0.976) (1.062)
—Age 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.003
(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009) (0.009)
—Female 0.112* 0.121** 0.126*** 0.119** 0.112* 0.114*
(0.053) (0.044) (0.038) (0.041) (0.049) (0.049)
—Global volume 0.100 0.399 0.933 1.304 1.399 1.561
(1.138) (1.244) (1.306) (1.478) (1.661) (1.752)
—Constant 0.602* 0.597* 0.611* 0.617* 0.635* 0.652*
(0.283) (0.301) (0.301) (0.308) (0.320) (0.318)
Noise ()
—Constant 1.062*** 1.052*** 1.042*** 1.043*** 1.053*** 1.056***
(0.149) (0.147) (0.147) (0.149) (0.149) (0.149)
Risk attitudes were regressed on parietal volume, age, female, and global volume for each size of the sampled ROIs. Each column shows the estimated coefficients (SEs in parenthesis below each estimate) as a function of sphere size (5–30
mm radius). SEs were clustered on participant. Significant results are indicated by asterisks; N (total number of observations)  1974. Note that parietal GM volume coefficients of 15- and 20-mm-radii spheres were significant in explaining
individual differences in risk attitudes (Fig. 4A,C).
*p  0.05, **p  0.01, ***p  0.001.
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volume significantly correlated with individual ambiguity atti-
tudes, even at more lenient thresholds (whole-brain nonstation-
ary corrected p  0.05, and single voxel noncorrected p  0.05),
or when we examined ambiguity jointly with risk, which yielded
the same results as when we examined them singly.
To further confirm the robustness of our finding, we wanted
to make sure that the results did not depend on the specific mod-
eling and econometric assumptions underlying our behavioral
technique for estimating risk attitudes. We therefore repeated the
VBM analysis (Study 1), but this time using a completely model-
free measure of risk attitude, where individual propensity to take
risks is simply characterized by the number of times an individual
chose the “riskier” of the two available lottery choices. Because in
our design the reference lottery of $5 at 50% chance of winning
was the least “risky” lottery of the ones we examined (see Mate-
rials and Methods), we were able to quantify individual attitudes
to risks by calculating the frequency of the on-screen, riskier
lottery choices. By any method of estimating risk-aversion, a
more risk-averse participant would be one who chose the refer-
ence lottery more often. A more risk-tolerant participant is one
who would choose the on-screen, riskier lotteries more fre-
quently. Formally, this approach thus yielded an ordinal ranking
of risk-tolerance in our participants that did not depend on any
cardinal assumptions (Tymula et al., 2013). VBM analysis based
on these model-free risk-attitude estimates revealed a whole-
brain corrected cluster (472 mm 3 centered at MNI coordinates
27, 79, 48; Fig. 3) overlapping the cluster revealed by the model-
based analysis, whose GM volume was significantly correlated
with individual risk attitudes [p(whole-brain nonstationary-cor-
rected)  0.038, F(1,23)  32.19, Z  4.29]. Thus, the GM volume
of the right parietal focus that was significantly correlated with
the model-based risk estimates, was also significantly correlated
with the model-free (ordinal) risk estimates (compare Figs. 2, 3).
In addition, it should be noted that using the model-free risk
estimate, we found another focus in the medial prefrontal cortex,
whose GM volume was significantly predictive of risk attitudes
[p(whole-brain nonstationary-corrected)  0.032, F(1,23) 
26.50, Z  3.99; the cluster of 1766 mm 3 was centered at MNI
coordinates 11, 56, 7].
To examine the reliability of the correlation between GM vol-
ume of the posterior parietal cortex and risk attitudes, we ob-
tained an independent dataset (Study 2, n  33) that included
structural MRI brain measurements and behavioral data from a
similar risky decision task (see Materials and Methods, Study 2).
For each individual in this new, independent, dataset we sampled
the GM volume around the center of the parietal focus identified
in Study 1 and examined how well it could predict behavioral
variations in risk attitudes (see Materials and Methods). As Fig-
ure 4A reveals, we again found a positive and significant relation-
ship between parietal GM volume and risk attitudes, suggesting
that this relationship is a robust phenomenon. The relationship
between the sampled sphere size and the ability of the parietal
GM volume to explain variation in risk attitude was quadratic,
reaching peak significance for spheres of 15- and 20-mm-radii
(Fig. 4A; Table 1), implying that our finding is restricted to this
region and is not a whole-brain property. Figure 4C graphically
shows the relationship between each participant’s risk attitude
and her parietal GM volume. Moreover, the GM volume of the
Table 2. Maximum likelihood estimates of risk attitude determinants in Study 2 based on the control region
Sphere radius (mm) 5 10 15 20 25 30
Risk tolerance ()
—M1/S1 volume 0.513 0.729 1.008 1.313 1.357 1.081
(0.395) (0.538) (0.745) (1.085) (1.598) (1.957)
—Age 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.003
(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)
—Female 0.142*** 0.149*** 0.153*** 0.152*** 0.145*** 0.135***
(0.036) (0.034) (0.035) (0.036) (0.039) (0.040)
—Global volume 0.033 0.204 0.517 0.921 1.028 0.692
(0.896) (0.985) (1.199) (1.612) (2.241) (2.621)
—Constant 0.651* 0.650* 0.670** 0.725** 0.755* 0.721*
(0.259) (0.255) (0.254) (0.273) (0.314) (0.326)
Noise ()
—Constant 1.045*** 1.041*** 1.039*** 1.043*** 1.053*** 1.060***
(0.149) (0.148) (0.148) (0.148) (0.148) (0.149)
Risk attitudes were regressed on M1/S1 volume, age, female, and global volume for each size of the sampled ROI. Presentation conventions as in Table 1; N  1974. GM volume coefficients of the control region did not significantly explain
individual differences in risk attitudes (Fig. 4B,D).
*p  0.05, **p  0.01, ***p  0.001.
Figure 3. Study 1: whole-brain model-free analysis. The GM volume of the right posterior
parietal cortex that was significantly correlated with risk attitudes as assessed by parametric
analysis (presented in Fig. 2) was also significantly correlated with risk attitudes when assessed
by a model-free analysis (i.e., proportion of riskier choices made by the participant). A cluster of
472 mm 3 centered at MNI coordinates 27, 79, 48 was significantly correlated with the fre-
quency of riskier choices [p(whole-brain nonstationary-corrected)  0.038, F(1,23)  32.19,
Z  4.29]. Right hemisphere presented on the right. Display conventions as in Figure 2.
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control region in the vicinity of the primary-motor/primary-
somatosensory cortex (M1/S1) did not successfully predict risk
attitudes regardless of the sphere radius used (Fig. 4B,D; Table
2).
To test whether there were any additional effects in Study 2
that were not observed in Study 1, we followed the ROI-based
analysis with a standard VBM whole-brain analysis. This analysis
did not reveal any additional regions whose volume significantly
correlated with risk attitudes. Summing up, our results indicate
that the GM volume of the right posterior parietal cortex reliably
predicts individual risk attitudes in two independent datasets.
Discussion
Although structural neuroanatomical features of the human
brain have been reliably associated with individual perceptual
and cognitive traits (Maguire et al., 2000; Gaser and Schlaug,
2003; Gilaie-Dotan et al., 2011, 2013; Kanai and Rees, 2011), here
we show for the first time that individual economic preferences
can be predicted from brain structure. The volume of the cortical
sheet in the right PPC appears to be predictive of individual risk
attitude in the financial decision-making task we used.
The PPC has long been implicated in decision-making pro-
cesses. In monkeys, the activity of neurons in the PPC encodes the
subjective desirability of lotteries, delayed rewards, and social
rewards (Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Dorris
and Glimcher, 2004; Sugrue et al., 2004;
Yang and Shadlen, 2007; Klein et al., 2008;
Louie and Glimcher, 2010). In humans,
BOLD activation in a similar region in
both hemispheres has correlated with the
level of uncertainty in a lottery (Huettel et
al., 2005), and activity in this region in the
left hemisphere has correlated with indi-
vidual risk preferences (Huettel et al.,
2006). Recent meta-studies have also
shown that activity in the PPC (although
perhaps in more medial regions) corre-
lates with subjective value, and identified
this area of the human brain as decision-
related (Bartra et al., 2013; Clithero and
Rangel, 2013). The particular region iden-
tified in our study overlaps with an area
previously labeled as IPS1 (Schluppeck et
al., 2005). IPS1 contains a topographic
spatial map of delayed saccades (Schlup-
peck et al., 2005) or attended locations
(Silver et al., 2005), and has been sug-
gested as a possible homolog of the lateral
intraparietal (LIP) area in monkeys. LIP is
the area that was mostly studied in elec-
trophysiological studies that implicated
the PPC in decision processes (Platt and
Glimcher, 1999). This is because in these
studies monkeys used saccades to indicate
their choices. It is likely, however, that
other regions in the PPC would show sim-
ilar properties were other effectors used
(Kable and Glimcher, 2009). Moreover,
human studies have documented little, if
any, effector selectivity in PPC (Hagler et
al., 2007; Levy et al., 2007), such that acti-
vation in the homologues of IPS1 would
be expected even for the finger presses
used to respond to our stimuli. Thus, our
data extend the functional findings regarding the PPC into a
more cost-effective policy-relevant domain by showing that a
purely structural feature of this brain region describes risk pref-
erence: an anatomical biomarker for financial risk-attitude that
could be easily measured in simple and widely available medical
brain scans.
If PPC cortical volume indeed reflects risk preferences, then
both should exhibit similar degrees of stability and flexibility.
This is indeed the case. Preferences are typically taken as a prim-
itive in economic analysis and assumed to be relatively stationary
in adult healthy individuals. For example, students tested in an
incentivized task similar to ours exhibited stable preferences over
a 4-week period (Harrison et al., 2005). Some variations in risk
attitudes were observed over a much longer period of time (17
months) in a representative sample of Danes, but the within-
subject variation was much smaller than the between-subject
variance (Andersen et al., 2008). Other studies have shown that
individual risk preferences can be temporarily influenced by a
range of exogenous manipulations, such as weather (Bassi et al.,
2013) or metabolic state (Yamada et al., 2013), but the relative
ranking of individuals in terms of their risk attitudes did not
change (Yamada et al., 2013). Although the literature on the
stability of risk attitudes is fairly recent, existing studies sug-
Figure 4. Study 2: ROI analysis. Significance of GM volume in explaining individual risk attitudes for: A, parietal cortex (around
27, 78, 48); B, a control region M1/S1 (around 20, 35, 72); age, gender, and global volume are controlled for. The x-axis
represents the size (sphere radius around the peak) of the sampled brain region; y-axes indicate the significance level (Z-score on
the left, p value on the right) of the GM volume variable in explaining risk attitude (Tables 1, 2). Dashed line indicates 5%
significance threshold ( p  0.05). Dots (below) above the dashed line indicate (in)significant results. C, D, Relationship between
risk tolerance and GM volume in the 20 mm sphere of parietal cortex (C) or control region M1/S1 (D). Risk tolerance () was
estimated for each individual separately using the same procedure as in Study 1 (see Materials and Methods). Importantly, the risk
estimates are based on individual’s behavior only, and the GM volume was sampled independently using MarsBar toolbox for SPM.
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gest that individual risk attitudes are relatively stable in the
short run even though there are individual factors that can
influence risk tolerance.
Similar to risk preferences, cortical neuroanatomy is relatively
stable over time in healthy midlife adults, yet susceptible to local-
ized and specific short-term (hours to weeks) changes following
experimental manipulations (Draganski et al., 2004; Ilg et al.,
2008; Sagi et al., 2012). For example, local volume of GM and
WM have been shown to change over a period of weeks following
motor or visual training (Draganski et al., 2004; Ilg et al., 2008;
Scholz et al., 2009; Kühn et al., 2014), and WM changes in hip-
pocampal regions have even been observed following a few hours
of perceptual learning in the visual domain (Sagi et al., 2012).
Nevertheless, a recent study found that enduring longitudinal
cognitive (navigational) changes are associated with enduring
changes in hippocampal neuroanatomy, in a longer time scale of
up to 4 years (Woollett and Maguire, 2011). Similar to risk pref-
erences, longitudinal intra-individual local changes in neuro-
anatomy are assumed to be on a smaller scale relative to the
existing differences in neuroanatomy across individuals.
Our finding may also be of interest when considering longer
time scale perspectives, such as of human development and ag-
ing, as well as with regard to illness and other conditions associ-
ated with changes in brain structure. Aging is associated with the
thinning of various cortical areas, including parietal regions
(Salat et al., 2004; Thambisetty et al., 2010), as well as with re-
duced risk tolerance (Tymula et al., 2013). An intriguing possi-
bility, although one that we could not test in the current study, is
that cortical volume may in fact be a better predictor of risk
preference than age per se. This biomarker of risk preferences,
however, offers an opportunity to unite numerous previously
documented associations between risk preferences and a host of
variables, such as age, illness, medications, drug abuse, and expe-
rience, into a coherent theory of the biological foundations of risk
attitudes.
Our result suggests that models of decision-making should
relate neuronal volume to risk attitude; that a larger GM volume
may allow for a less compressed representation of value (Louie
and Glimcher, 2012), and thus greater tolerance for risk. We do
not know precisely how GM volume translates to the neural level.
It is possible that volume differences reflect synaptogenesis and
dendritic arborization (Kanai and Rees, 2011), but to-date there
is no clear evidence of correlation between GM volume measured
by VBM and any histological measure, including neuronal den-
sity (Eriksson et al., 2009). However, it is possible that (at least
under some conditions) more volume entails higher computa-
tional capacity. If this turns out to be the case, it will suggest that
our empirical observation is consistent with a purely theoretical
derivation by Woodford (2012), demonstrating that increased
risk tolerance would be expected as computational capacity
increases.
Finally, we cannot stress enough three critical points: first, our
findings were made in a specific population of participants,
young university students living in big cities in the northeastern
part of the United States of America, typical to studies of experi-
mental psychology, neuroimaging, and economics. Therefore,
one cannot conclude from our findings that cortical volume in
the right PPC predicts risk attitude in all humans without com-
pleting further studies in other populations. Second, our findings
do not imply a fixed deterministic relation between genetics and
risk attitude. It may be the case that the environment determines
cortical volume in this area or even that one’s behavior with
regard to risky options shapes this brain area. Third, our data so
far are silent about causal relations. We cannot yet say that gray
matter volume in the PPC causes a greater tolerance for risk, or
the higher financial returns often associated with that preference.
Our results do, however, relate brain morphology to an individ-
ual decision-making trait for the first time and suggest the exis-
tence of an anatomical biomarker for financial risk-attitude that
could be easily extracted from abundance of existing medical
brain scans.
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